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So, where is that help app?  
Please take a look at your smartphone, or 
imagine it for a moment. We bet you have a 
pretty good idea of the first screen and where all 
the standard apps are, right? 
 
Now, tell us about your second or third screen of 
apps. 
 
We bet that you are a lot less familiar with those apps and their location, right? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tip line, huh 
 
We asked Campus Security Professional about tip line apps; 
this is the response we got: “tried that,” very few students use 
it. 
 
When we drill down, we find that it is usually a simple tipline 
app, that most of the students don’t see much value. Often 
it’s viewed more of a tool to provide information to security 
than to request help for themselves. These simple point 
solutions are not help request and emergency response tools 
at all; they are just simple tiplines that security monitors 
irregularly at best. 
 
Tip lines are not all that effective because of this basic premise.  
 
 
 
Loosely translated is the students who know about issues/risks are usually part of the 
community that does not trust the administration and law enforcement because they typically 
are themselves engaged in breaking some rules. The students who do trust the administration 
and law enforcement, because they follow the rules, usually are not in a position to know 
anything of value.  

So, you want to deploy a campus security system where people on campus can request 
help when they need it.  How is that possible when you deploy an app that they 
hopefully will never need? 

 

Those in the know don’t tell, those not in the know, can’t tell. 
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Tip lines are still better than no tip line at all, some valuable information does come through 
tip lines, but what tip lines are missing is that everyone needs help or may need help.  
 

Help Requests are different from tips.  
Help requests come from people who need help, NOW. Students and teachers make a help 
request because they need a response because they are being threatened, they are injured, 
they have a medical condition, they have a mental or emotional issue, they have had a car 
accident, or they need some help. 
 
When they make a help request, they need to have someone respond immediately. 
Emergency responders need real information to respond to the issue, like; name, location, 
picture, contact info, emergency contact info, any allergies, any medical concerns, and the 
nature of the emergency. Organizations need to respond, track, monitor, status, and document 
the actions and final disposition of these requests.  
 
So, Now that we established what a help app does.  
 

How do you engage students? 
 
The carrot or the stick? 
Let’s talk about student engagement and why students 
use our app — ever seen a goat rodeo? Well, goats and 
students are both very independent thinkers. A good 
goat herder expends minimal effort because they 
understand that a goat will go where it wants to, but it 
will follow you if you have something it wants. The 
adolescent mind works much in the same way. The 
reward equals usefulness.  
 
 
 
 

So, what do students want and need? 
 

• To	communicate	and	socialize	with	students	and	teachers.	
• To	organize	their	day.	
• To	have	a	form	of	ID	that	allows	them	access	to	cafeteria,	dorms,	library	and	

vending	machines.		
• To	have	access	to	Groups	like	sports,	clubs,	and	friends.	
• To	have	access	to	grades,	assignment,	and	courses.	

Our Secret: Students use our app because it is useful for them every day, all day. 
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• To	have	access	to	campus	resources.	
 
 
 
IDentifyed Plus provides an extensive suite of software. Here is a simple list: 
 

 

 

Panic without protection.  
 
We all know not to yell, “Fire” in a crowded movie house. 
However, when Kornukopia looked at our legacy competitors in 
the emergency notification service business, they are often doing 
just that. Back in the ‘90s when many emergency notification 
solutions were first developed, sending out the message was the 
miracle. Today, sending out the message is merely Step 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do you engage the student’s logical brain to go into protect mode 
during an emergency that may have engage the primitive fight or flight 
instinct? 
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So, we knew we needed more than 
fundamental emergency notification. 
 
When we looked at the issue we determined that to 
be as effective as we needed to be we needed the 
following items: 
 
1.    Ability to log and execute drills. 
2.    Train users on how to follow reasonable, clear 

actions before an incident. 
3.    Provide clear, concise actions that needed to be taken during an event.  
4. Reliable documentation on the procedures that need to be followed and some great tools to 
use both integrated into our technology and outside of tech.  
5.    Ability to take attendance in an emergency. 
6.    Ability to have a staff secure message board to communicate with all staff and law 
enforcement. 
7.    Procedures had to be exceptionally well thought through tested and generally accepted in 
education. 
 

Standard Response Protocols 
 
Luckily, after some research, we found an organization called: I 
Love U Guys. The “I Love U Guys” Foundation was started in 
2006 by Ellen and John-Michael Keyes following a school 
shooting that took the life of their daughter, Emily. 
The Foundation is committed to school and community 
safety, and family reunification following a crisis. Over 
25,000 schools have implemented its programs, agencies, and organizations across the 
United States and Canada. 
 
Twenty-five thousand schools sounded pretty good to us, however, what was more impressive 
than mear numbers was the clarity and tools that I Love U Guys, had developed over 13 years. 
We found, and we hope that you will agree if your school has not already adopted the 
procedures that their “Standard Response Protocol” and their “Reunification Tool Kit,” are 
extremely impressive and very concise, clear and easily deployable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We were surprised to hear that the Standard Response Protocol had not been 
adopted by any other emergency notification providers. When it comes to 
safey, we don’t view something as important as SRP to be a competitive 
advange, we have enough of them. We want to save lives, and we think SRP 
will save lives. Kornukopia’s toolkit makes SRP even more effective. 
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What is the Standard Response 
Protocol?  
 
The Standard Response Protocol (SRP) is based not 
on specific scenarios but the response to any given 
situation. Like the Incident Command System 
(ICS), SRP demands a specific vocabulary but also 
allows for great flexibility. 
The SRP is based on five actions: Lockout, 
Lockdown, Evacuate, Hold and Shelter 
(Hazmat/Weather). 
 
 
Within Kornukopia’s IDentifyed campus security 
solution, our emergency notification component of 
our app provides among other things, the Standard 
Response Protocol. With a touch of a button, your 
campus within seconds can be notified via email, 
text, notification services, IDentifyed app, 
Facebook and Twitter or emergency notification. 
 
Kornukopia’s IDentifyed emergency notification provides not only the SRP Symbol, SRP 
Instructions, a School URL for more information and a video to reference. We also offer a 
training video and printable signs.  
 

 
   
Lockout: The Lockout notification is sent when there is a threat from outside of a building. 
You are being instructed to lock out any potential danger. In this case, all students are asked 
to get inside quickly, lockout signs are posted on the doors, outside doors are locked, and no 
one is let in or out. Common scenarios might be when there is some form of civil unrest, an 
animal threat on campus, a human threat on campus, criminal or some threatening activity or 
risk outside of a campus building but in the general vicinity. Teachers are asked to take 
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attendance and notify the staff critical event message board with any missing, extra or injured 
students. Users can also consult the emergency procedures and policies inside of 
IDentifyed’s content distribution tool. 
 

  
 
Lockdown: Is reserved for an incident when the threat is inside the building. The instructions 
for a lockdown are unambiguous, lock interior doors, turn out the lights, move away from 
sight, do not open the door, maintain silence take attendance and prepare to defend yourself. 
This situation occurs when a person or persons is threatening the well being of others or 
behaving unpredictably in a manner that might compromise safety and security. Teachers are 
asked to take attendance and notify the staff critical event group forum with any missing, 
extra or injured students. Users can also consult the emergency procedures and policies 
inside of IDentifyed’s content distribution tool. 
 

  
 
Evacuate: Gives the instructions to leave the building and to seek a designated location. 
Students are instructed to leave most stuff behind, bring their phones and follow instructions. 
Teachers are asked to lead the evacuation, take attendance and notify the staff critical event 
group forum with any missing, extra or injured students. Users can also consult the 
emergency procedures and policies inside of IDentifyed’s content distribution tool. 
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Shelter: Gives the instructions to take shelter in the building and to seek a designated shelter 
location. Kornukopia provides two shelter designations: 1) Storm and 2) Hazmat, with both 
types of shelters the instructions will give additional supporting information about the shelter 
incident and a reference area for specific procedures. Emergency Shelter procedure 
documents should be available in IDentifyed’s Emergency Content File area. Teachers are 
asked to manage the shelter, take attendance and notify the staff critical event group forum 
with any missing, extra or injured students. Users can also consult the emergency procedures 
and policies inside of IDentifyed’s content distribution tool. 
 

  
 
Hold: Allows a school to place a “hold” on the classrooms until an “All Clear” is announced. 
The instructor closes and locks the classroom door. The teacher either takes attendance or 
confirms attendance. They then continue with the class as business as usual. Classrooms are 
not dismissed until an “All Clear” is sent out. Kornukopia can send out an “All Clear” via our 
additional emergency notification options. Users can also consult the emergency procedures 
and policies inside of IDentifyed’s content distribution tool. 
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What were those items that Kornukopia IDentifyed 
Does before during and after an emergency 
notification?  

• IDentifyed	provides	a	fully	integrated	
emergency	notification	with	SRP	completely	
integrated	into	the	solution.		

• IDentifyed	delivers	not	just	the	SRP	but	the	
specific	actions	to	take,	as	well	as	documents	
and	a	video	as	a	reference.	

• IDentifyed	provides	a	log	of	all	emergency	
notification	drills.	

• IDentifyed	provides	an	attendance	system	as	
well	as	check-in/checkout	management	for	accounting	for	students.		

• IDentifyed	provides	your	emergency	policies	and	procedures	inside	the	
IDentifyed	content	system	so	that	schools	can	publish	and	deliver	in	an	
emergency	and	have	it	be	available,	during	a	critical	event.	

• IDentifyed	provides	a	“secure	staff	only	message	board”	to	account	for	and	
communicate	items	immediately	to	the	entire	staff	during	an	emergency.	

• IDentifyed	provides	for	a	hall	pass	function	so	that	the	schools	can	account	for	all	
students	and	their	whereabouts	during	an	event.		

• IDentiyed	provides	a	check-in	function	so	that	a	student	can	check-in	to	a	
location,	event,	course,	bus	or	group,	so	their	whereabouts	are	known	if	they	are	
not	in	a	traditional	classroom	during	an	event.	

• IDentifyed	provides	a	complete	student	custody	exchange	system	that	schools	
can	use	every	day	so	that	if	the	school	needs	to	enact	a	reunification	procedure,	
they	have	tools	that	they	can	rely	on	custody	exchange,	delegation,	and	
escalation.	

• IDentifyed	provides	and	holds	users	accountable	to	take	SRP	training	online.	
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What should I do the other 99% of the 
time when an emergency notification is a 
wrong response?  
 
 
 
So, let’s discuss the other 99% of the time when you have 
a safety and security issue, but an emergency notification 
is not appropriate.  
 
 
  
Do campuses incur significant safety and security issues from these events? 
 
•    Hazing 
•    Suicide 
•    Mental Illness 
•    Unsafe conditions 
•    Students participating in risky behavior 
•    Sexual Assault 
•    Sexual abuse from a faculty or staff 
•    Drug abuse 
•    Alcohol abuse 
•    Auto Accidents 
•    Threats from outsiders 
•    Threats while traveling 
  
Of course, they do, so your current emergency notification system does little to address 99% 
of your current issues, risks, liability, and security/safety concerns. 
So, How do I address this? 

 

Step 1: Help others see the risk, liability, and opportunity – Create a team! 
 
The question risk management will ask hopefully before the plaintiff’s attorney is:  
 
•    “Did you consider this; what is your plan (negligence)?” 
•     “What is the campuses liability in all this?” 
•    “What are the odds of something like this happening?” 
•    “What tools, policies and procedures do you have in place to address this?” 

This is a small list, we are certain 
you can name hundreds more.  
 
We are also certain you can site 
incidents in the news recently that 
resulted in tragedies, injuries, law 
suits and reputation harm on 
campuses.	
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•    “You have this documented in your emergency procedure manual. Did you test it? Do 
you have processes,  tools, and drills to respond? 
 
Understand that a solution beyond emergency notification services will become quite 
apparent as you thumb through your emergency procedures. 
 
 

Step 2:  Investigate solutions that go well beyond EN and are student-centric. 
 
Modern solutions should provide your campus with far more than just emergency 
notification.  New solutions not only respond to emergencies they inject themselves into the 
lives of the user. They become part of the student’s life. So that when the critical event 
comes along, they are using a tool that they use every day. You should expect or demand; 
 
•    ID in the App, no more plastic 
•    Custom Help Services with location services and vital user data. 
•    Emergency Notification services with Global reach, Modern tools, and integrated 
response procedures. 
•    An Integrated Custom Campus App 
•    Location Services  
•    Smart Card Integration 
•    Student’s Check-in to courses, locations, buses, events, and groups. 
•    Reunification 
•    Integrated SIS and LDAP features 
•    Student-centric approach, students, use it all the time! 
•    Bus Security 
•    Carline Security 
•    Strong SOC tools 
•    Strong Incident Reporting tools. 
•    Robust data collection and analysis. 
•    Visitor Management 
•    Hall Pass Management 
•    Discipline 
•    Say Something 
•    Policy and Procedure Content Tool 
•    User Portfolios 
•    Group Message Board 
•    Course Message Board 
•    Group Messages 
•    Course Messages 
•    School Broadcast 
•    User to User Chat 
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Step 3:  Build consensus around a complete campus solution.  
 
When you compare what you have with what could be, the benefits far outweigh any cost, 
effort or time that you would need to implement these solutions. The question isn’t if you are 
going to move to the next evolution of campus security solutions. The question is: How much 
risk are you willing to take on until you do? 
 

Continuous improvement is better than delayed perfection. 
   

Mark Twain 
 


